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Stable nonspherical bubble collapse including period doubling in sonoluminescence

Jeppe Seidelin Dam, Mogens T. Levinsen,* and Martin Skogstad
Complexity Laboratory, Niels Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen O” , Denmark

~Received 26 August 2002; published 5 February 2003!

We present observations of stable spherical symmetry broken states in single bubble sonoluminescence
including observations of period doubled states. States observed involve both spatially oriented states and
states with a tumbling symmetry axis. The observations are made using a fiber based four-channel correlation
scheme. The measurements are made both with and without narrow band optical filters. The symmetry broken
states are seen in all cases even using a 650640-nm filter. This fact may be used to distinguish between
different theories for the light emission. Prior to the measurements reported here, theoretical attempts to
explain observations of period doubling bifurcation phenomena in single bubble sonoluminescence were cen-
tered on radially bifurcated collapses. The present experiments show unequivocally that the observations are
primarily a result of breaking the spherical symmetry in the bubble collapse. Period doubling will at most show
up as secondary effects in the total light output, if at all.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.026303 PACS number~s!: 78.60.Mq, 47.55.Bx, 47.52.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Period doubling and chaos are common phenomen
nonlinear systems. Single bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL!
@1# represents an extreme example of such systems. It th
fore comes as no surprise that shape instabilities and pe
doubling to chaos have been observed in the system. H
we present evidence that these phenomena in SBSL
linked, giving additional evidence that stable SBSL does
necessarily imply perfect spherical bubble collapse, eve
the extinction threshold is linked to the onset of shape d
tortions.

Sonoluminescence from a single gas bubble levitated
liquid by ultrasound has been a fascinating subject of rec
experimental and theoretical studies@2,3#. For recent thor-
ough reviews we refer to Refs.@4–6#. At high values of the
driving sound field the oscillations of the bubble can g
sufficiently violent, that in each period the gas in the bub
is compressed to its van der Waals hard core radius. In
process the gas heats up to an extent that leads to light e
sion @7–12# while the bubble is smallest. In this situation th
bubble collapse is highly nonlinear although still mos
thought to be retaining the spherical symmetry, albeit so
theories exist that explain the light emission in terms of sy
metry breaking~jets, etc.! @13#. In fact, the boundary of sta
bility was for a long while commonly believed to coincid
with the loss of spherical symmetry.

The original experiments on single bubbles reported
synchronicity with the driving sound field (typicall
'27 kHz) on the order of 50 ps, thus showing a remarka
stable dynamics~Barber et al. @14#. Later, several author
reported various kinds of observations of period doubl
@15–17#, quasiperiodicity, and chaos@15#. However, all these
observations were done with a single photomultiplier, a
the underlying mechanism responsible for the observed
havior has not yet been identified.

The first experimental evidence that a single isolated li
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emitting bubble could collapse into a nonspherical state, w
obtained by Weningeret al. @18# using a two point angular
correlation setup. This suggested that a distorted state
random orientation~presumably ann52 spherical harmonic
state! could be excited, since the far field intensity distrib
tion of the emitted light had a dipolar component. This o
servation was tentatively explained by refraction of the lig
from a central emitter at the bubble surface@18,19#. Shape
instabilities were observed directly for larger nonsonolum
nescent bubbles by Tianet al. @20# using a photographic
method~see also Trinhet al. @21#!, and inferred for smaller
sonoluminescent bubbles from bubble stability measu
ments compared to theoretical predictions of the position
parameter space of the shape instability boundary@17,22#.
These measurements were interpreted as showing that s
nonspherical sonoluminescent bubbles were observed b
the n54 shape instability boundary but above then52
shape instability boundary. On the other hand, new theor
cal calculations@23–26# find that the instability is overesti
mated, voiding this interpretation.

However, recently an angular correlation experime
showed conclusively that SBSL with period doubled lig
emitting states involved shape distortions@27# on a stable
bubble.

Early attempts to explain period doubling in multibubb
sonoluminescence and SBSL centered on spherically s
metric collapse@15,28–30#. A detailed study on SBSL base
on the Rayleigh-Plesset equation@31–33# was performed by
Simon et al. @34#. This study showed that the paramet
space for period doubling is far from that, where light em
sion takes place, if only radial dynamics is considered. A
found here was that a memory effect involving the aft
bounces was involved in these models in catalyzing the
stabilities. In the regime of SBSL the afterbounces die
long before the next collapse and thus can hardly be
cause of the necessary memory. A suggestion in the la
paper pointed to the returning echo of the bubble collaps
a possible mechanism for a feedback~see also Ref.@35#!.

However, as said above, these different model calcu
tions all assume that the bubble collapse preserves
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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DAM, LEVINSEN, AND SKOGSTAD PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026303 ~2003!
spherical symmetry, i.e., the bifurcations are solely due t
size effect. In our fiber based four-channel correlation m
surements on SBSL presented here, contrary to this assu
tion, we find that instabilities leading to pulse height peri
doubling are always associated with a spontaneous brea
the spherical symmetry of the collapse and will at most sh
up as secondary effects in the spatially integrated light ou
per flash, if at all.

This suggests the possibility of a parametric excitation
a shape distortion, the growth of which is limited by nonli
ear effects. Period doubling in this picture is then due t
secondary instability in the governing Hill equation for th
shape distortion and thus does not need any further feed
mechanism of the type described above.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we sh
describe the experimental setup. In Sec. III we first g
some general information on the data analysis, then t
results, obtained through measurements performed with
row optical filtering, that can only be interpreted as arisi
from breaking the spherical symmetry. This is followed by
discussion on how to interpret time series and the releva
of the autocorrelations versus cross correlations. Here
will show examples of states of spherical symmetry and d
torted states. Next to be discussed are the spatial symme
involved, and finally correlations over long offset times, a
the analysis of oscillations in these. In Sec. IV we shall fi
discuss period doubling with short time correlations and th
period doubled states with a preferred symmetry direction
space. Section V deals with the possible theoretical pers
tives of the outcome of the experiments and finally in Sec.
we sum up the experimental results and our conclusions

II. THE FOUR-CHANNEL CORRELATION EXPERIMENT

The vessel used is a glass sphere of 6.5-cm diameter
wall thickness;0.25 mm hanging acoustically isolated in i
neck tube of 7-mm inner diameter. A pair of piezoelect
transducers is glued on to opposite sides with epoxy.
drive signal of approximately 25 100 Hz is delivered by
computer controlled HP 33120A function generator, throu
a power amplifier and tuning circuit. The flask is filled wi
outgassed distilled water and placed in a modified refrige
tor. After cooling to a temperature of approximately 5 °C a
allowing for temperature equilibrium to be reached, a bub
is generated by a computer controlled blast of air on the
surface. The computer is programmed to automatically r
this, if bubble extinction occurs~or none is generated!, and
also automatically search for stable light emission abov
preset intensity limit.

The correlation setup consists of four quartz fibers
1-mm diameter leading the emitted light to four photomu
plier tubes~PMTs! ~Hamamatsu H5783P-03, risetime 0.6
ns!. The fibers are placed at well defined longitudes in
equatorial plane of the sphere pointing at the bubble from
distance of;4.5 cm. For an overview of the setup see F
1. Using four fibers allow for a simultaneous measuremen
correlations involving six angles, thus creating a compreh
sive spatial knowledge simultaneously for all these ang
The signals from the PMTs are amplified by preamplifie
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and time-shaping amplifiers~shaping time 3ms), and fed to
a 20-MHz four-channel simultaneously digitizing analog-t
digital (A-D) data acquisition card~ADLink 9810!. A fifth
photomultiplier tube that looks directly at the bubble pr
vides the digitizer timing signal, which is delayed so that t
A-D card measures the peak value of the pulse. The relia
ity of the trigger system has been carefully checked to ens
exactly one sampling per flash. The peak value of the pu
observed in each of the four channels~CH0, CH1, CH2,
CH3! for every flash is recorded in time series of length
3106 flashes ('2 min). To avoid cross talk between cha
nels, all PMTs and amplifiers have separate power supp
and the performance of the system has been caref
checked in trial runs.

Interference phenomena play an important role in the
terpretation of the correlation experiment. An importa
parameter of the detection system is therefore its ove
frequency response including the absorption in the wall
the glass sphere, folded with the expected spectrum of
emission from the bubble. This is displayed in Fig. 2. A
seen, the dominant contribution to the pulse heights m
sured without additional optical filtering~used in some single
photon measurements to be discussed! comes from the re-
gion of 280–450 nm.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. General remarks

The time series obtained in this fashion seem rather c
fused at first glance. This is mostly due to the small num
of photons~notice that pulse height, proportional to\v, de-
pends on the wavelength of the detected photon! detected
from a single pulse as the solid angle seen by the bubb
very small, but also due to the statistical nature of the P
detection process~see also discussion below!. Apart from
long time oscillations of frequencies around a few Hertz,
output is stable and the bubble can survive for many ho

FIG. 1. Overview of the correlation setup.
3-2
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STABLE NONSPHERICAL BUBBLE COLLAPSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026303 ~2003!
without extinction. A sliding point average~of order 100
points or more! is often necessary before features like, e
period doubling are clearly discerned. Note that to see pe
doubling requires dividing the time series into two and tre
ing the measured pulse heights at odd and even times~mea-
sured in units of the sampling intervalT51/n, n being the
frequency of the driving ultrasound! separately. The time se
ries are scanned for abrupt changes or indications of pe
doubling. Tracks showing these features are treated s
rately.

As will become evident in the following, operating th
bubble close to the extinction threshold and allowing fo
gradual change by diffusion of the amount of dissolved ga
results in scanning through a parameter space, where
bubble often develops stable shape oscillations and even
experience periodic shifts between different states with b
ken spherical symmetry~period doubling!. For each choice
of spatial configuration of fiber positions, the average out
of each channel is calculated for the entire body of ti
series involved~often a total of several days!. As no states of
preferred direction in space can be expected to last this lo
the average can be taken a calibration of relative intercha
sensitivities, and deviations observed in individual time
ries taken as indicating a symmetry broken state.

While information gleaned this way can often be used
analyze states of preferred spatial orientations with and w
out period doubling, statistical methods have to be invok
to analyze states that are either short lived or without a p
erential spatial direction. One way to analyze the spatial
temporal properties of such states is to calculate autocor
tions and cross correlations as function of offset time~a pre-
cise definition is to be given below!.

The use of four detectors gives the possibility of simul
neously obtaining cross correlations involving six angl
The measurements involve settings with all fibers in the h
zontal plane~either distributed over 90° or over 180°) an
some with one fiber placed directly below the bubble and
rest still in the horizontal plane. Measurements were furth
more performed without filtering, with blue filters, with re
filters, and with a combination of blue and red filtering.

FIG. 2. Frequency response of the detection system folded
the spectrum of the emission from the bubble.
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An open system was chosen since this automatically le
to scan a much larger parameter space due to diffusion
a sealed system would allow us. The content of dissolved
is 20% at the start of the run and approximately 30% air
the end.

From the measurements of the spatial distribution of
intensity of the emitted light, one would naturally hope to
able to extract information on the shape of the bubble and
the physical state inside the bubble at the time of emiss
as well as on the mechanism behind the light emission its
The angular dependence found in the measurements
Weningeret al. @18# using a two point angular correlatio
setup, suggested that a shape distorted state with ran
orientation could be excited. This observation was tentativ
explained by refraction at the surface of a nonspher
bubble of the light from a central emitter@18,19# with most
of the interior being nearly transparent for the radiation@36#.
However, other models exist where the radiation is suppo
to be mostly from the surface@37–41#. The model described
in Ref. @41# was explicitly set up to explain the dipolar ra
diation term in the intensity. Unfortunately, no results for t
spatial correlation based on these different models have b
obtained so far. Be this as it is, important information th
could allow to distinguish between the different models
clearly hidden in the change of the spatial distribution o
served when different wavelength intervals are investiga

B. Narrow optical filter results

In the measurements by Weningeret al. @18#, the investi-
gation of the wavelength dependence was performed w
comparatively broadband filters~‘‘blue’’ filter 280–320 nm,
‘‘red’’ filter .500 nm) and a dipolar state was observed
ing the ‘‘blue’’ filter. However, using the ‘‘red’’ filter, the size
of the effect was seemingly much smaller and hidden in
noise if at all present.

We have performed similar measurements but with filt
of comparatively narrower range~‘‘blue’’ 40565 nm, ‘‘red’’
650640 nm). With such narrow filters the measurement b
comes a single photon correlation measurement with an
erage photon count per channel varying from;1% for the
red filter to ;10% per flash for the blue filter.~For the
present purpose there is no need to make corrections fo
statistical probability of two photon detection.!

Theoretically, the time dependent correlations in t
single photon case are defined by

Ck,l~ t !5
P2~k,l ,t !

P1~k!P1~ l !
, ~1!

whereP2(k,l ,t) is the joint probability to measure a photo
in both CHk and CHl with time differencet, while P1(k)
and P1( l ) are the probabilities to measure a photon in CHk
and CHl , respectively, with (k,l P$0,1,2,3%). Here CHk and
CHl are the two channels over which the correlation is be
calculated withk5 l giving the autocorrelations andkÞ l the
cross correlations. Furthermore,t is the offset time in units of
sampling interval.

However, if a slow drift in the average intensity is prese

th
3-3
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DAM, LEVINSEN, AND SKOGSTAD PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026303 ~2003!
the above definition is not practical. Instead we use the
lowing definition:

Ck,l~ t,t2!5
Ck,l~ t !

Ck,l~ t2!
215

P2~k,l ,t !

P2~k,l ,t2!
21;

N~k,l ,t !

N~k,l ,t2!
21,

~2!

whereP2(k,l ,t) andP2(k,l ,t2) as above are the joint prob
abilities to measure a photon in both CHk and CHl with time
differencet and t2, respectively.N(k,l ,t) andN(k,l ,t2) are
the total number of counts of photon pairs in CHk and CHl
with time differencet and t2, respectively. Heret!t2!N
whereN is the total number of sampling times. This effe
tively normalizes the correlation such that the long time
havior that is believed to be uncorrelated falls together for
cross correlations belonging to the time series under inve
gation. In the following we shall omitt2 for simplicity.

Because of the small number of photons detected i
single photon experiment, the measurement has to run f
prolonged period in order to get sufficiently good statisti
With an open system this means averaging over many di
ent runs where the water has been outgassed anew.

In Fig. 3 we present the result of a 90-h run plotting t
angular dependence of the cross correlation averaged
the first few offset times (t;0). Over this prolonged period
of time one would expect all effects of preferred directions
space to be washed out. The fibers are placed in the hori
tal plane such that channel and angle correspondence is C
0°, CH1, 30°, CH2, 120°, and CH3, 180°.

The far field intensity distribution of the emitted light,
point symmetric~no significant deviations from this has bee
observed!, can be written in a multipole expansion. For
spherical bubble collapse this expansion would of cou
only contain a monopole term. However, as in the case

FIG. 3. The weighted mean value ofC(t) ~parts per thousand!
for t52 to 20 plotted as a function of angle for a 90-h run with bl
filters (40565 nm) inserted. The dashed line is 0.001 40@1
13 cos(2Qk,l)#.
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Weningeret al. @18#, we need to include a dipole term to fi
the experimental data. The contribution of such a term to
cross correlation is given by

Ck,l~0!5
ND

2

~NI1ND!2 S 1

5
1

3

5
cos 2Qk,l D . ~3!

Here NI represents the photons emitted isotropically in t
solid angle of the detectors andND those emitted as from a
dipole. Furthermore we have assumed that there is no
ferred direction to the dipole over the time of the data c
lection. The fit is, as in their case, quite convincing. As
ready pointed out in Ref.@18#, this angular dependenc
cannot be explained by a spherically symmetric collap
even with a fluctuating output per glimpse, since all obse
ers~fibers! in this case would see the fluctuations as being
phase. Movement in space will also affect correlations bu
one observer sees photons more often as the bubble m
towards him, the observer 180° off will see less photons
the bubble moves away. The cross correlation will theref
be symmetric around 180° and not around 90° as obser

A similar plot for a 400-h run with the red filters~same
position of fibers! is presented in Fig. 4. Since the spectru
of the light is much weaker and the quantum efficiency of
detector much less in the red than in the blue, we need m
longer time series to obtain acceptable statistics.

A fit to the experimental data in Fig. 4 seems to indica
the additional presence of a quadrupolar component,

Ck,l~0!}cos~4Qk,l !@21cos~2Qk,l !#. ~4!

We should add here that the relative change between c
correlations for different angles is determined with smal
uncertainty than is the absolute zero level~which depends on
the choice oft2 in the definition of the correlation!. More
astonishing is that there is no great difference between

FIG. 4. The weighted mean value ofC(t) ~parts per thousand!
for t52 to 20 plotted as a function of angle for a 400-h run with r
filters (650640 nm) inserted. The dashed line is 0.000 55@1
13 cos(2Qk,l)#10.00045 cos(4Qk,l)@21cos(2Qk,l)#.
3-4
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STABLE NONSPHERICAL BUBBLE COLLAPSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026303 ~2003!
absolute size of the change with angle for the cross corr
tions in the two different filter cases. Of course, since
measurements do not coincide in time, this may simply b
result of the bubble on the average being distorted m
more in the case of the red filters.

In order to get a better understanding, we have also
formed a measurement with two red and two blue filters. T
result of a 186-h measurement with this combination is p
sented in Fig. 5.

Even though a quantitative comparison cannot be p
formed, since the nature of the state behind is unknown,
evident from these graphs that the wavelength dependen
not nearly as strong in our case, as one would have gue
from the measurements of Weningeret al. @18#. While there
probably is a dependence on wavelength, the effect certa
does not disappear for ‘‘red light.’’ This could be due to t
bubble size being different in the two experiments with o
being the larger~due to, e.g., lower temperature, higher a
concentration, etc.!, that they average over a larger region
wavelength, or simply that noise is disguising the angu
dependence for the ‘‘red’’ light in their experiment.

With regard to the actual bubble size in our experimen
was impractical to make this measurement in the pres
setup. However, from other experiments under similar c
ditions where the bubble size was measured by a new t
nique ~calibrated against Mie scattering! @42#, we can esti-
mate the ambient bubble radiusR0 to be around 6mm and
PA;1.45 bar when shape distortions are present.

We shall see below whether or not one is able to ded
something about the actual physical state from this type
measurements. It suffices to say here that the existence
quadrupolar emission component by no means implie
more complicated geometrical state than ann52 state, at
least if interference effects are present. For the same rea

FIG. 5. The weighted mean value ofDC(t) ~parts per thousand!
for t52 to 20 plotted as a function of angle for a 186-h run w
two channels having blue filters~40565 nm! inserted and two chan
nels having red filters~650640 nm!. The point at 180° correspond
to red-red channel correlation while that at 90° corresponds to b
blue and the rest are mixed.
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it does not mean that the bubble observed in the ‘‘red’’ w
more distorted than the bubble observed in the ‘‘blue,’’ sin
interference effects are critically dependent on the ac
bubble size. In the theoretical explanation given in Ref.@19#
the light is assumed to be emitted from the center region
the bubble. The light is then diffracted at the bubble surfa
and the resulting far field light intensity can be described
a multipole expansion due to the interference of light com
from different surface segments of the bubble. For a sph
cally symmetric bubble only the monopole contribution
present. However, even for an ellipsoidal shape higher-o
terms will be needed, the relative strength of the compone
depending on parameters such as wavelength, bubble
degree of ellipticity, relative refractive indices, etc.

C. Spherical and distorted states

In the following section we shall describe measureme
performed without filters inserted in front of the PMT’s. Th
has the advantage that much shorter datafiles are need
obtain the necessary statistical accuracy. Thus states
short lived shape oscillations, distorted states of prefer
spatial orientations, states that are period doubled in fl
strength, and even transient states@43# can be investigated
The price paid is that the wavelength dependence is so
what smeared out~see Fig. 2!.

As was the case for Weningeret al. @18#, we apparently
find states both with and without multipole componen
present in the spatial distribution of the emission. Howev
we also found states that were obviously period doubled.
these states were long lived in the sense of surviving
minutes or more, but mostly the bubble progressed from
such state to another, thus surviving for many hours, pr
ably due to the change in the contents of dissolved ga
brought about by diffusion since the system is open.

In Fig. 6 we show a 120-s-long time series with a 600-
sliding point average. The first part displays a ‘‘fluctuatin
emission signal with comparatively large excursions fro
average in all channels while the second part shows a m
more ‘‘quiet’’ signal in all channels with a change from on
state to the other in the middle of the time series. The fl
intensity goes to zero in this region for a very short tim
However, the bubble is not lost completely but gradua
recovers. The configuration used is CH0, 0°; CH1, 15°; CH
60°; CH3, 90°. In this plot as in all that follows, we hav
normalized with the average signal for the channel in qu
tion taken over the entire sequence for the configuration~in
this case 47 h!.

The distribution of signal strength for CH0 is displayed
Fig. 7 for the two cases. As expected, the distribution cor
sponding to the ‘‘quiet’’ part is narrow while that correspon
ing to the ‘‘fluctuating’’ part is broad. The information in th
two time series is high enough, that the cross correlations
be calculated with a reasonably small degree of uncerta
Here the autocorrelations and cross correlations are defi
by

Ck,l~ t !5
Sm51

N @Qk~m!2Qk#@Ql~m1t !2Ql #

NQkQl

, ~5!

e-
3-5
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FIG. 6. Time series showing a noisy signal in all four channels, which after the light emission collapses~without the bubble disappearin
completely! turns into a quiet signal in all channels. The signals have undergone a sliding point average corresponding to 600-ms b
remove the statistical noise arising from the small count numbers per flash. Please note that the ratioa between the intensities of channe
CH2 and CH0 is also plotted in order to elucidate the change to an isotropic intensity distribution.
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whereN is the total number of samples in the time series
the two channels CHk and CHl (k,l P$0,1,2,3%) over which
the correlation is being calculated withk5 l giving the auto-
correlations andkÞ l the cross correlations. Herem denotes
a specific sample andt!N the offset time in units of sam
pling interval.Qh(m) is the signal size in CHh at timem and
Qh is the signal size in CHh averaged over all samples in th
~usually 2-min long! time series being investigated. For th
autocorrelations (k5 l ) t is always positive while for the
cross correlations (kÞ l ) all t ’s are allowed. Unless other
wise specified, the cross correlationC(t) denotes average
value ofC(t) andC(2t).

Notice that for a given offset time, higher than avera
02630
r

e

signals in both channels or lower than average signals
both channels give rise to positive contributions. Higher th
average in one channel together with lower than averag
the other channel give a negative contribution to the cr
correlation.

In the case of the data from the ‘‘quiet’’ part, there see
to be no angular dependence for the cross correlation, w
in the case of the data from the ‘‘fluctuating’’ part, the ang
lar dependence looks similar to that found with the ‘‘red
filter although the amount of quadrupole content is ev
higher ~see Fig. 8!. A similar result was found by Weninge
et al., but no explanation offered, although it was noted th
the jitter in the timing of the flashes was surprisingly iden
3-6
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STABLE NONSPHERICAL BUBBLE COLLAPSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026303 ~2003!
cal in the two cases. This led to the conclusion that the s
with dipolar radiation content could not be connected to
chaotic states observed in Ref.@15#.

The estimate of the average strength in a given chan
obtained by averaging over the entire time series of the c
figuration investigated can, however, in some cases o
some enlightenment of the situation. In the lower part of F
6 is displayed the ratioa between the intensities measured

FIG. 7. The signal strength distribution belonging to CH0 of t
time series displayed above in Fig. 6 using the same sliding p
average of 20 ms to remove the statistical noise from the sm
count numbers per flash as above. The broad distribution is from
first ‘‘fluctuating’’ part while the more narrow distribution is from
the later ‘‘quiet’’ part.

FIG. 8. The weighted mean value ofC(t) ~parts per thousand!
for t52 to 20 plotted as a function of angle. Thed are from
the ‘‘fluctuating’’ region, while ( are from the ‘‘quiet’’ region.
The fit corresponding to the ‘‘fluctuating’’ part involves both a d
pole component and a quadrupole component: the dashed
is 0.000 20@113 cos(2Qk,l)#10.000 40 cos(4Qk,l)@21cos(2Qk,l)#.
Within the uncertainty, the ‘‘quiet’’ part is flat.
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CH2 and CH0 with a 600-ms sliding average. In the pres
case, the ‘‘quiet’’ state according to this comparison h
spherical symmetry since the ratio is very close to be
unity ~rms deviation of order 1%, this is also the case for t
intensity ratios CH1 to CH0 and CH3 to CH0!. The signal
excursions from average have also dropped to less tha
quarter, showing that the fluctuations seen in the two ch
nels are mostly in phase and related to radial fluctuatio
For the more ‘‘fluctuating’’ part there are still relatively larg
excursions from unity~rms deviation;10%!. This part cor-
responds to a collapse into a distorted shape without
fixed spatial direction, as also shown by the cross corre
tions. In this context we would like to point out that
‘‘quiet’’ state by no means excludes the presence of symm
try breaking, but such a state does require a preferred di
tion in space. This kind of state would also have no angu
dependence associated with the cross correlations.

An interesting feature of Fig. 6 is the observation that t
average light output in all channels is actually higher in t
nonspherical case than in the spherical case. In multibub
sonoluminescence the light production is believed to be
minished if the collapse is nonspherical@44#. One would
naturally have believed this to be the case also in the sin
bubble case since the energy focusing in the collapse wil
more diffuse and the resulting temperature lower. As note
Ref. @23#, this has implications for the efficiency of sonolu
minescing bubbles as chemical microreactors.

An explanation of the observation may be found in t
wiggles in the equilibrium curve possibly resulting in mu
tiple stable equilibria as suggested by Brenneret al. @45#.
However, according to Ref.@46#, where further damping
mechanisms were introduced, it is unclear whether th
multiple stable equilibria states do exist.

In Fig. 9 we see the time series for a bubble in a state
over the space of 50 s develops to show appreciable cha
in the emission seen by the four channels. The data are f
an earlier time series belonging to the same configura
~CH0, 0°; CH1, 15°; CH2, 60°; CH3, 90°! as used in Fig. 6,
and likewise have been normalized with the average ove
47 hours. Furthermore, notice that the relative sig
strengths are rather different~most notably, the signal in CH1
is always higher than those of CH2 and CH3!. This could of
course be construed as being a result of a translation in s
from the average position of the bubble. From the dista
squared law for the intensity of the emitted light, this wou
only require a shift of;3 mm. However, this would mean
that the bubble should move away from both fibers place
0° and 90°, while more or less stay at a constant dista
from the two others that are spaced in between~notice espe-
cially the time track from the fiber placed at 15°, CH1!,
conditions that are obviously impossible to fulfil. This arg
ment holds regardless of the normalization. Therefore,
most reasonable explanation is that we see the emission
a shape distorted bubble that is changing its preferred di
tion in space and possibly to some extent the degree of
tortion.

This interpretation of the data would agree with the sy
metry axis pointing in the direction of 10°~nearly in the
direction of CH1! at the start of the time series and turnin
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DAM, LEVINSEN, AND SKOGSTAD PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026303 ~2003!
some 20° in the direction of CH2 at the end. Of course
can only say something about the projection in the plane
the fibers. The bubble emission must furthermore inclu
both dipole and quadrupole radiation.

Such observations easily lead to the notion that bubb
may exist in distorted states, where the symmetry axis m
be precessing around a fixed direction in space. Such s
will also give rise to an angular dependence for the cr
correlation although no true integration over the entire sp
has been performed. Here we have to resort to looking at
autocorrelation too. For a true spatial integration to occ
these must be identical for all channels. This is a neces
but not sufficient condition and in the end a careful analy
of the time series themselves is also needed.

D. Spatial symmetry

The observation of states with quadrupolar radiation c
tent, together with the observation of states with a sta
preferred direction in space, where the cross correla
Ck,l(0)50(kÞ l ), makes it virtually impossible to map ou

FIG. 9. Time series from a noisy state, which, with the pass
of time, show a slow change in emission that can be associated
a change in direction and size of a shape distortion. Time ave
over 6 s.
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states using sequential positioning of two detectors. To
tain an even remotely efficient coverage of three dimensio
space one needs detectors of order 16. In the present ex
ment we have settled on a practical limit of four giving s
relative angles in the cases where a meaningful calculatio
cross correlations can be performed.

In order to establish the symmetry of the problem we ha
investigated several different spatial configurations. The
fluence of spatial translation of the bubble is investiga
with a configuration of all fibers in the horizontal plane
the bubble with this in the center and with two fibers oppo
ing each other, i.e., fibers placed at 0°, 30°, 120°, and 18
To get better spatial resolution we have employed a confi
ration with all fibers having relative angles less than or eq
to 90°, i.e., fibers placed at 0°, 15°, 60°, and 90°. Fina
to look for anisotropy we have investigated a configurat
with three fibers in the equatorial plane at relative positio
0°, 45°, 90°, and one directly below the bubble.

The analysis of data from long term stable time ser
belonging to the broad distribution of peak heights results
the following. The angular dependence of the cross corr
tion is seen to have a dominant 90° symmetry, thus, as
ready mentioned, displacement of the bubble in space
ruled out as causing the effect observed, as are the fluc
tions in flash intensities of a spherical symmetric bubble. T
effect of refraction of light by sound waves in water is,
pointed out in Ref.@18#, too weak to be visible. The sligh
asymmetry present in some data could, though, be an i
cation of some translatory movement.

In all three cases the data can be fitted with various co
binations of dipole and quadrupole radiation contents. T
in these cases the bubble has no preferred orientatio
space and there is no difference in the horizontal and
lateral behavior. Typical values of the change with angle
the cross correlation are of order 10 parts per thousand
though much higher values are occasionally observed.

E. Correlations over long offset times

The length of our time series allows us to calculate
autocorrelations and cross correlations out to rather la
time differences, in fact, much longer than was possible
Weningeret al. @18# and with much better precision. An ex
ample of the cross correlation corresponding to a dipole s
is shown in Fig. 10.

Several features stand out in this plot. The symme
around 90° seen at zero offset time is nontrivially present
to very long offset times as the curves belonging to 30° a
150° are nearly coincident. As in Fig. 2 of Weningeret al.
there is an initial decay. This decay was associated with
Q value of the driving sound field by the authors. The flo
field in the fluid in the immediate neighborhood of th
bubble was assumed to be coupled to the shape distortio
the bubble and the memory in the flow field was assumed
have the same time constant as the sound field. Therefore
correlations were assumed to decay on the same time sca
the sound field. However, as seen from the oscillatio
present in the correlations, correlations are present on t
scales far beyond what can be expected from the above
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STABLE NONSPHERICAL BUBBLE COLLAPSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026303 ~2003!
gument. Since the oscillations are seen in all channels~more
or less prominently!, they cannot be artifacts, but must orig
nate in a real physical process. In most cases the oscillat
are not occurring at a fixed frequency but rather belong t
narrow band of frequencies resulting in a beat observe
the correlations~see Fig. 11!.

That the oscillations originate in the electronics is
course a possibility. However, this is highly unlikely in vie
of the observed symmetry properties~see Fig. 11 and com
ments above!. Furthermore, the oscillations are also visib
directly in the time series with phases linked to the positio
of the fibers, regardless of the actual combination of the e
tronic connections.

Also in some cases two very different bands of frequ
cies are present as seen in Fig. 10. What exactly is cau
these oscillations is not clear. Possibilities are either a s
pulsation or precession of the dipolar state, or combinati
of these possibilities with a circular movement, as recen
observed in various organic liquids@47#. An interesting pos-

FIG. 10. Cross correlations~parts per thousand! as functions of
offset time with interchannel angle as a parameter. Oscillation
length 35 cycles and 600 cycles are clearly present. Notice tha
oscillations at 90° are in antiphase with the oscillations at 180°
both frequencies, so both must involve similar geometric shape
only amplitude and frequency are different.
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sibility is the capture of a grain of dirt by the bubble and t
following precession of the dirt around this@48#. However,
the probability that all channels would be affected is ve
low and symmetry arguments also seem to exclude this
well as circular motion as explanations in most cases. T
dirt particle could, however, trigger the bubble distortio
and then the frequencies would be linked to the motion of
dirt particle. Whatever the explanation, the simultaneo
phase changes in the cross correlations, together with
progressive change for increasing angles, show the effec
be long lived~many seconds! and coupled to distortion of the
spherical state~see also later discussion on period doub
states!.

IV. PERIOD DOUBLING

Frequently time series showed that the light emission w
period doubled@27#. Bifurcations are seen in all channe
simultaneously, except in a few cases of a stable prefe
direction where one fiber points towards a node. Cases w
stable preferred directions in space will be treated in S
IV B. However, individual time tracks are, as mentione
above, rather confused. In the raw time series a sliding p
average~of order 100 points or more! separately for odd and
even times was necessary to observe the period doub
and although this could be present for minutes at a time,
phase would slip. The measurements presented here ar
performed without the use of filters. Thus, correlations
calculated according to Eq.~5!. In Sec. IV A we shall con-
centrate on states with no preferred direction in space.

A. No preferred spatial direction

From the measurement of autocorrelations and cross
relations presented in Ref.@27# it was concluded that the
period doubling was a geometric effect. While this conc
sion cannot be disputed there are still open questions c
cerning features in the data and the interpretation of
cause. Presumably, the distortions involved are spherical
monics (n52). As already pointed out in Sec. III B, mea
surements by Weningeret al. using a two point angular cor
relation scheme suggested that an ellipsoidal bubble sh
could result in a radiation field with dipolar content. In fac
our data fit rather well to a radiation field with dipolar an
quadrupolar content~only dipolar content was used in the fi

of
he
r

—

nly
FIG. 11. Cross correlations~parts per thousand! as functions of offset time. Data are calculated from a 2-min time series. O
correlations between channels 180° apart are shown as representative of all. Notice oscillations and beat.
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DAM, LEVINSEN, AND SKOGSTAD PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026303 ~2003!
presented in Ref.@27#! as seen from Fig. 12. A reasonab
assumption is therefore that the periode doubled state
periodic shift between two differentn52 bubble shapes. Th
fit in Fig. 12 is given by the following expression for th
correlation difference:

DCk,l~ t;0!50.0008@113 cos~2Qk,l !#10.0003 cos~4Qk,l !

3~21Qk,l !, ~6!

where DCk,l(t;0) is defined asDCk,l(t;0)5Ck,l(teven)
2Ck,l(todd), i.e., the difference between small time corre
tions calculated for even and odd offset times separately

Some features in the correlations were, however, not
derstood earlier. Careful inspection of the raw data fi
shows that the initial drop in the autocorrelations~Fig. 1 in
Ref. @27#! were caused by short lived structures~;100
flashes! that occur once in a while in all channels but nev
in any two channels simultaneously. These structures~which
elevate autocorrelations fort&50) could possibly be relate
to the orbiting dust grains reported in Ref.@48#. Notice, how-
ever, that the sizes of the period doublings at offset tim
close to zero and at offset times around 50, where the d
has leveled off, are nearly identical. Thus these structu
affect the normalization, and not the size of the period d
bling. In the cross correlations the structures have no eff
since the angles between the fibers are too large for the p
to be present in two different channels simultaneously. T
presence of the peaks therefore has no effect on the grap
Fig. 12.

B. Stable spatial symmetry

In the previous sections we have mostly been concer
with no obviously preferred direction in space. In this sect

FIG. 12. The mean value ofDC(t) ~parts per thousand! for t
52 to 20 plotted as a function of angle. For the angle 0° the m
value of the autocorrelation from the four channels is used.
dashed line is 0.0008@113 cos(2Qk,l)#10.0003 cos(4Qk,l)@2
1cos(2Qk,l)#.
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we present results showing that a distorted bubble can a
ally retain its sense of direction for times of order of minut
at least. This would be extremely hard to detect if the size
the distortion is independent of time so the flash intensity
constant~see, however, Figs. 6 and 9 and subsequent dis
sion!.

However, if the distortion is pulsating or even perio
doubled or the axis is just rocking in time, the situation
much less difficult. Since the period doubled case is the e
est to analyze and understand, we shall proceed with
case.

n
e

FIG. 13. Time series showing a normalized noisy signal
all four channels. The signals have undergone a sliding point a
age of 0.8 s for odd and even times separately to remove the s
tical noise from the small count numbers per flash. Faster osc
tions are also averaged out. Period doubling is clearly present
also observable is the shape distortion as a size effect and p
shift.
3-10
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FIG. 14. Time series showing a noisy signal from CH0. In~a! the signals have undergone a sliding point average of 20 ms usin
samples. In~b! the signals have undergone a sliding point average of 20 ms for odd and even times separately to remove the statis
from the small count numbers per flash. That period doubling is present is clearly observed in~b! while the narrow time signal in~a! has lost
all traces of period doubling.
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In Fig. 13 we display a 50-s-long time series where
have made a 0.8-s running average over even and odd t
separately.~Fiber positions are CH0, 0°; CH1, 15°; CH2
60°; CH3, 90°.! As seen, the time series split into two di
tinctly separate tracks. Thus we have period doubling. F
thermore, since, apart from fluctuations, even and odd t
tracks for all channels are keeping the distance constant
time, either the period doubling is radial or the symme
axis is fixed in space. That the latter is actually the cas
seen by observing that the phase of the signals in chan
CH0 and CH1 is opposite to that of channels CH2 and C
Also the size of the effect, normalized with the average s
nal size in the channel in question, is seen to be depende
channel number with CH0 having a 20% difference and C
a 9% difference.

Unfortunately, four channels are not sufficient to map o
the spatial intensity distribution when the deformation is s
tionary in space, but it is remarkable that the intensity~rela-
tive to the average intensity per channel! for, e.g., the even
times is changing by an amount of no less than 30% w
angle and that the maximum size of the period doubling
20%.

In relation to the observation by Weningeret al. @18# on
the ‘‘fluctuating’’ ~‘‘quiet’’ ! states and their angular depe
dence, it is interesting to look at the signal strength distri
tion for the spatially stable period doubled state. In Fig.
we show a 2-s-long time series from CH2~which is repre-
sentative for all four channels! where in~a! we have made a
20-ms running average, while in~b! we have made a 20-m
running average over even and odd times separately.~The
20-ms sliding point average is close to the 10-ms binn
used in Fig. 4 of Ref.@18#. A 2-s-long cut is displayed in
order for the period doubling still to be visible with a 20-m
average.! In Fig. 15 we show the corresponding distribution
In Fig. 14~a! we see a rather quiet signal giving rise to t
narrow distribution in the middle of Fig. 15. In Fig. 14~b! we
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see two distinct tracks with large fluctuations giving rise
the left and the right distribution peaks in Fig. 15.

Mostly we find that the lower intensity curve has larg
‘‘fluctuations’’ than the upper one for the same chann
though occasionally this picture is inverted. Sometimes
tensity fluctuations are in phase for the two tracks, at time
antiphase as in Fig. 14. These phenomena may be relate
fluctuations in the direction of the symmetry axis or fluctu
tions in the bubble size or shape, especially if interferen
effects play a dominant role, although for all these possib

FIG. 15. The signal strength distribution belonging to CH0
the time series displayed above in Fig. 14 using the same slid
point average of 20 ms to remove the statistical noise from
small count numbers per flash as above. The narrow distributio
from the sliding average over all samples, while the lower broa
distribution is from the sliding average over the odd time samp
and the upper peak from the sliding average over the even
samples.
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DAM, LEVINSEN, AND SKOGSTAD PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026303 ~2003!
ties, the resulting sign of the intensity change would dep
on the angle between the symmetry axis and the directio
the observer. However, what becomes clear is that a ‘‘qu
state may not be that different from a ‘‘fluctuating’’ state b
can in reality be a distorted state, but with a stable symm
axis in space or even a period doubled state, since non
these states will show an angular dependence in the cor
tions. With the length of the time series available~and due to
the necessary statistical averaging! for Weningeret al. @18#, a
stable distorted state would have been impossible to de
and even a period doubled state would have been extrem
difficult to observe. The results shown above do offer a pl
sible explanation, though, of why the time jitter is the sa
for the ‘‘quiet’’ ~‘‘fluctuation’’ ! states and it would be inter
esting to see new results from an experiment combining
two types of measurements.

V. DISCUSSION

From the examples of bubble dynamics discussed in
previous sections, it is clear that stable SBSL in the sens
long lived states encompass myriads of possible state
time and space. To disentangle the precise nature of t
states requires data from a much more complete coverag
three-dimensional space than we have presented. How
some features are emerging already from the four-cha
experiment reported here.

From the knowledge acquired from the experimental
sults presented in this paper, it is clear that at least disto
states of shapen52 ~ellipsoids! are involved. From compar
ing the estimated values ofR0;6 mm and PA;1.45 bar
with Fig. 2 from Ref.@23# the operating point in paramete
space is above the parametricn52 instability boundary.
Thus it is reasonable to assume that the state excited i
n52 state, where the growth of the amplitude is limited
nonlinear effects.

An obvious question to ask is what kind of states are
constituent states of the period doubling. The most lik
guess on what goes on when the period doubling occur
that twon52 states of two different amplitudes are involve
in the first bifurcation, fourn52 states of four different am
plitudes are involved in the second bifurcation, and so on
the way to chaos.

The governing equation for the shape distortion is a H
equation. For the parametric instability the driving term
the equation has the frequency of the external drive thro
its dependence on the time-dependent bubble radiusR(t) and
its derivatives. However, the Hill equation is unstable
wards half the frequency. Period doubling may hence b
consequence of this instability.

An open question is, whether the correlation measurem
can tell anything about the mechanism giving light, the e
tent of the emitting region, and the opacity of the bubb
Weningeret al. @18# suggested that the angular depende
of the cross correlation in the small wavelength limit resul
from the refraction of the light pulse at the bubble surfa
and that no dependence was seen in the long wavele
case due to the dominance of diffraction over refracti
However, various explanations of sonoluminescence sug
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that surface radiation is present. Unless one assumes c
plete incoherence and the surface an ideal Lambertian
fuser for the light generated inside, surface radiation gi
results that are nearly identical for not too large elliptici
Note though that this argument assumes that no shadow
of surface areas is present. Thus for shape distortions win
even, e.g., a doughnut shape would give rise to multip
terms even under the above assumptions. Forn odd the far
field from a surface emitter as well as from a central emit
would be anisotropic but the cross correlation would not
symmetric around 90°, in contradiction to the symmetry o
served in our experiments. One obvious problem in comp
ing with the hypothesis of refraction is the lacking know
edge of the actual refractive index inside the bubble.
conclusion can thus be reached on the question of the de
of opacity inside the bubble before the index of refracti
inside the bubble at the time of emission is known, althou
certainly the strong compression of the gas in the bubble
increase the refractive index of the gas, thereby reducing
effect of light refraction.

However, it may still be useful to compare our measu
ments with the theoretical calculations of Ref.@19# that in-
cludes both refraction and diffraction effects. As mention
we observe fluctuations in the time series of order630% due
to period doubling and zero angle cross correlations t
reach up to 50 parts per thousand. A superficial compari
with Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref.@19# might lead to the conclusion
that the bubbles in our experiments are strongly distort
They also have to be rather large in order for the effect
refraction not to be quenched in the regime of red light. W
would like to point out a discrepancy here. The effecti
wavelength of our ‘‘red’’ filter according to Fig. 2 is;610–
630 nm, much further in the ‘‘red’’ and much sharper th
the filter employed by Weningeret al.And even then we see
an angular dependence for the red light. This suggests t
that interference effects play an important role also at t
long wavelength.

Turning again to the period doubled states, the meas
ments described above indicate why period doubling s
directly in the emitted light has eluded observation for
long. First, to recognize period doubling in a tumbling
short lived state is extremely difficult without some kind
averaging where one explicitely looks for such a state. S
ond, one has to be in the right regime of parameters. Mos
our observations of period doubling are in the regime of h
gas content and high luminosity bubbles driven close to
tinction. Third, to observe even a directionally stable lo
lived state without looking at correlations or averaging, o
would need a detector catching about a thousand photons
glimpse to lift the period doubling out of the noise and ev
then the detector could accidentally be placed close to a n
of the period doubled emission and the period doubling ag
be lost in the noise. However, the present experiment g
around these problems by using four detectors and stati
on very long time series.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have performed spatial and tempo
correlation measurements on the light emission from
3-12
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STABLE NONSPHERICAL BUBBLE COLLAPSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026303 ~2003!
sonoluminescing bubble using a four-channel fiber based
tection system.

These measurements show that an immensely vari
bubble dynamics is possible. We observe high luminos
states that have spherical symmetry, shape distorted s
that have symmetry axes tumbling in space, shape disto
states that have a symmetry axis fixed in space or hav
symmetry axis that precesses around a fixed direction
space, a direction that may even slowly precess itself. On
of this we also observe period doubled states. We h
looked for evidence for higher period states and have so
evidence for a second period doubling~i.e., period 4!, but no
odd period states have been seen.

The measurements show unequivocally that period d
bling is a result of spontaneous breaking of spherical sy
metry in the bubble collapse and is not seen in the li
output per flash integrated over space. Thus we have
served period doubling in all the above mentioned cases
cept for the spherically symmetric case.

That the distorted states can survive for a very long ti
~hours! provides additional evidence that stable SBSL do
not imply perfect spherical bubble collapse. The pictu
evolving is that the bubble first experiences excitation o
state of broken spherical symmetry~Refs. @17,18#! that is
then subjected to a second~pitchfork! bifurcation into a pe-
riod doubled state. Thus the explanation for these and pr
ous observations@15–17# on period doubling and chao
should rather be sought in the three-dimensional Rayle
Plesset equation~see, e.g., Refs.@49,50# for a theoretical
treatment of symmetry broken states! than in the symmetric
radial Rayleigh-Plesset equation@28,29,34# that is essentially
one-dimensional.

The governing equation for the shape distortion is a H
equation. For the parametric instability the driving term
the equation has the frequency of the external drive an
thus unstable towards half this frequency. The observed
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riod doubling in our experiment could very well be a cons
quence of this instability.

Another scenario is that a type of feedback or mem
effect is involved. A likely candidate is that the distortion
shape is reflected in the velocity field of the surroundi
fluid @51#, but also the returning echo of the shock wa
emitted into the water@34,35# from the previous bubble col
lapse may play a role as shown by a simulation on a sim
model @52#. The latter mechanism may be linked to the a
tual geometry and physical properties of the system.

As for the light emission, the interference effect as calc
lated by Madrazoet al. @19# ~although with smaller bubble
sizes! seems to be a likely candidate for explaining t
nonisotropic light emission. Interference effects with bubb
sizes of order one or two wavelengths cannot only expl
the observed dipole and quadrupole components but
probably fit our data even better, with the right choice
bubble size and ellipticity.

An interesting observation is that the total intensity from
shape distorted bubble may in fact be higher than the t
intensity from a spherical bubble at the same external par
eters~see Fig. 6!. This could indicate that the bubble is pe
haps subjected to an increased influx of air stabilizing
larger, maybe colder, bubble.

Finally, experiments that probe the connection betwe
the timing of flashes and the degree of period doubl
would be extremely interesting in view of previous resu
linking the two effects, especially since no period doubli
was actually observed in the pulse heights directly but o
in the timing in those experiments.
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